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The Last Judgment, Sistine Chapel                                     The Last Judgment, Cathedral at Antwerp 
Michaelangelo, 1541                                                                 Jacob de Backer, 1589 

 
 
 
 
 
 

VATICAN DISCLOSURE: 
Silent Movies 

Can you find the hidden images? 

http://farm1.static.flickr.com/73/188739956_d286540781.jpg�
http://lh4.ggpht.com/_SUBGzd1BG60/SfeDcyg56lI/AAAAAAADq_k/rdrHVcq5JkM/DeBacker,%20Last%20Judgement%20triptych%20dv%20%28center%29.jpg�
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Within the span of one year, imminent disclosure and imminent arrival has exponentially shifted from speculation to 
anticipation to actual evidence. The Vatican has been the most prominent worldwide leader and self-proclaimed 
authority regarding this issue. Both are true. 
  
Malachi Martin, a man of exceptional gifts and insight, professional and academic association with 
the Vatican's Pontifical Biblical Institute provided access to an extraordinary volume of information. 
  
On January 7, 1997, Father Malachi Martin responded somewhat cryptically when queried by Coast to Coast 
AM radio host Art Bell regarding the substantial investment in not only financial, but the academic and spiritual 
implications of the Vatican’s Advanced Technology Telescope. 
  
Malachi Martin’s response galvanized not only the secular ufology enthusiasts but the observing Christian 
community as well: 
 
  

Because the mentality .... amongst those who [are] at the... highest levels of Vatican administration and 
geopolitics, know that, now, knowledge of what's going on in space, and what's approaching us, could be 
of great import in the next five years, ten years. 

  
 
For hundreds of years, the faithful have looked to the Vatican for answers. 
Since Martin Luther, the faithful have been told not to look to the Vatican for answers. 
  
Dan Brown told us to look for what has been hidden in plain sight, specifically in paintings. 
Like Dan Brown, savvy observers have been seeing things hidden in plain sight everywhere. 
In recent years we have looked inside the US Capitol and discover vast evidence of secret communications.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION:  

 
An intricate web of catalysts are converging on all levels the cosmos. Once we are able to establish order 
through the observation of patterns developing into structure in the intangible realm, we will gain the 
strategic discernment necessary to determine, as opposed to predicting, what is happening on not only 
geopolitical and scientific areas, but gain the ability to apply these understandings on a personal level. 
 
It is with this purpose, that the following is presented.  We welcome all feedback and personal thoughts and 
insights.  Because the subject is so massive and intertwined, prayerful consideration is strongly advised. 
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THE PROPHECIES OF ST MALACHY 
From The Catholic Encylclopedia, 1913 Edition: 
  

"The most famous and best known prophecies about the popes are those attributed to St. Malachy. In 
1139 he went to Rome to give an account of the affairs of his diocese to the pope, Innocent II, who 
promised him two palliums for the metropolitan Sees of Armagh and Cashel." 

 
At The Catholic-Pages Website, a chart is given listing the names and descriptions of the Popes according to the 
prophecy of St. Malachy.  Beginning with the 167th Pope, Celestine II, whose short reign lasted from 1143 to 1144, 
the list includes the Mottos, Latin descriptions which remarkably describe each of the subsequent Popes who reigned 
from the time of St. Malachy’s Prophecy in 1139. 
 
Disturbingly accurate, though some suggest that some may be viewed to ‘fit’ in a retrospective analysis, are the most 
recent Popes who have maintained their reign during the Twentieth and Twenty-first Centuries. 
 
Of most recent memory was Pope John Paul II, the 266th Pope to hold the Office and the 110th of St. Malachy’s 
Prophecy.  Pope John Paul, who died in April of 2005, was given the description, De labore Solis (of the eclipse of 
the sun, or from the labor of the sun).  Karol Wojtyla (later Pope John Paul II), was born in 1920, behind the Iron 
Curtain, the East, where the sun rises. 
 
John Paul II’s strong devotion to Mary, who is by some believed to be the woman clothed with the sun (Rev. 12) 
seemed validated after he attributed a medal of Our Lady of Fatima as instrumental in saving his life during the 
assassination attempt in St. Peter’s Square on May 13, 1981.  Further validation for De labore Solis seemed to 
apply during John Paul II’s funeral on April 8, 2005, during which a solar eclipse was visible in the Americas. 
 
After Pope 110, there would be only one more pope before the final Pope of Malachy’s Prophecy.  
 
This would thus refer to the Pope who would succeed Pope Number 111, whom we now know to be Pope Benedict 
XVI, the successor to the Keys of the Kingdom.  
 
 
A SECOND WITNESS 
Malachi Martin 
 
A man of exceptional gifts and insight, Malachi Martin’s professional and academic association with the Vatican's 
Pontifical Biblical Institute provided access to an extraordinary volume of information.  Coupled with his academic 
acumen, Malachi Martin’s remarkably prescient discernment eventually became a hindrance for the Church of 
Rome. 
 
On January 7, 1997, Father Malachi Martin responded somewhat cryptically when queried by Coast to Coast AM 
radio host Art Bell regarding the substantial investment in not only financial, but the academic and spiritual 
implications of the Vatican’s Advanced Technology Telescope (VATT) associated with the in Mount Graham 
International Observatory (MGIO) and the Heinrich-Hertz Submillimeter Telescope (in collaboration with the Max-
Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie, Bonn) in the Pinaleño Mountains in Arizona. 
 
The MGIO telescope is unique as it operates from low-frequency radio waves to far beyond visible light, in other 
parts of the spectrum making it the most powerful telescope in the world with ten times the resolution of the Hubble 
Space Telescope. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_See�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pontifical_Biblical_Institute�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c91jUTGyNCQ&playnext=1&list=PL0957E47E626D5F61�
http://vaticanobservatory.org/VATT/index.php�
http://mgpc3.as.arizona.edu/�
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2000yera.confE..64D�
http://ag.arizona.edu/research/redsquirrel/pinaleno.html�
http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Radio+waves�
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Hubble+Space+Telescope�
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Hubble+Space+Telescope�
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Malachi Martin’s response galvanized not only the secular Ufology enthusiasts, but the Christian community as 
well, most likely resulting a strong speculation of fowl play regarding his death some 2 ½ years later. Authors Tom 
Horn, Chuck Missler, Gary Stearman and many others have discussed and written extensively regarding Vatican 
disclosure: 

 
Because the mentality .... amongst those who [are] at the... highest levels of Vatican administration and 
geopolitics, know that, now, knowledge of what's going on in space, and what's approaching us, could be 
of great import in the next five years, ten years. 
 
 
 

As low frequency radio signals can follow the curvature of the earth, there has been increasing speculation that the lf 
waves associated with MGIO might be affecting the AZ region electromagnetically. 
 
It is far less than a coincidence that Rob Skiba, author and producer of SEED, the series, located an obscure area 
within the Arizona desert for the location of the opening scene. 
 
 
THE ARK OF THE COVENANT 
The Ethiopian Connection 
 
FROM: IsraelNN.com: 
 

An Ethiopian church leader says FRIDAY, JUNE 26 MARKS THE RIGHT TIME TO UNVEIL THE 
BIBLICAL ARK OF THE COVENANT, 26, marks which he says has been hidden in his church for centuries 
 
Abuna Pauolos, Patriarch of the ETHIOPIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH WAS IN ROME THIS WEEK TO 
MEET WITH POPE BENEDICT XVI.  While there, HE TOLD REPORTERS THAT THE TIME HAD COME 
TO REVEAL BEFORE THE WORLD THE HOLY ARK. He said that the holy container has been in the 
custody of his church for hundreds of years. 

Arutz Sheva, Israel National News, 6.25.2009 
 

 
 
 
THE ARK OF THE COVENANT 
The Yemen Connection,  
Let no man Put asunder 
 
 

Somaliland and Yemen: 
Nevertheless, the district would seem to be rightly identified with the tract to the East of Abyssinia (Somaliland), and 
as it is described as being on both sides of the sea (the Red Sea), Yemen would seem to be included. In connection with 
this, it is worthy of note that a fragment of a Babylonian tablet referring to Nebuchadrezzar's campaign in Egypt in his 
37th year mentions, as though in the neighborhood, the city (here, apparently, standing for the district) of Putu-yaman-
-probably not "Ionian (Greek) Put" (Lesbos, according to Winckler), but "Put of Yemen." 
 
 

Since 2005, the International Maritime Organization, in cooperation with the United Nations, has launched an 
aggressive and international effort to thwart, prevent and intercept the increasingly hostile pirating activity in the 
Somalia/Yemen region. Over 40 countries now participate in this effort. 

http://futurecongress.com/�
http://futurecongress.com/�
http://seedtheseries.com/see.html�
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/132067�
http://www.bible-history.com/isbe/P/PUT/�
http://www.imo.org/TCD/mainframe.asp?topic_id=1178�
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A more esoteric explanation once again comes from both the secular and religious communities.  Divided on the true 
nature of the ‘spirit’ of the conflict, dire warnings are being challenged by others in pro-typical ying-yang division. 
 
A scenario such as this had been expressed earlier by President Ronald Reagan. On December 5, 1985, in an address 
to the United Nations: 
 
 

...how easy his task and mine might be in these meetings that we held if suddenly there was a threat to this 
world from some other species from another planet outside in the universe. We'd forget all the little local 
differences that we have between our countries... 
 
 

Recently Yemen has been the focus of the possibility of being a catalyst for UFO disclosure and open speculation 
that the unparalleled power contained within the Ark of Covenant could be used for world peace. 
 
 
Why Yemen is the next war front: “Do not open:  a warning: …The Ark is to be used for the benefit of all 
mankind.” 
 
In January, 2010, Project Avalon interviewed Aaron McCollum regarding the efforts to open  the SeaGate located in 
the Gulf of Aden. 

 
They are surrounding an open StarGate in the Sea. Seven miles deep within the sea below the Aden Stargate 
is an awakening sentient consciousness creation with extraordinary capacity to assist in bringing peace to 
the world.  The StarGate Aden off Yemen’s Coast, IS THE FORCE which will deactivate all guns and 
weapons around the World. There will be a simultaneous World Peace. 

 
Corroborating the effects of electromagnetic field anomalies in the Somalia/Yemen region, the 2009 ABC television 
series, “FlashForward” with the supporting science behind the series on CERN’s website, produced the Episode 4, 
Black Swan. 

 

   
Yemen 

   Speculative location of the Ark of the Covenant              The vortex off the south coast of Yemen 
 
 

http://www.suite101.com/content/ronald-reagan-ufos-and-the-alien-threat-a301596�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_JLM8ZVjcQ�
http://mondovista.com/yemenasitis2.html�
http://projectavalon.net/lang/en/aaron_mccollum_interview_en.html�
http://flashforward.web.cern.ch/flashforward/�
http://www.mania.com/flashforward-black-swan-review_article_118261.html�
http://www.mania.com/flashforward-black-swan-review_article_118261.html�
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MASS, IMPOSITION OF THE PALLIUM 
AND CONFERRAL OF THE FISHERMAN’S RING 
Formal Inauguration of Supreme Pontiff 
Saint Peter’s Square 
April 24, 2005 
 
 
 

 
 

BENEDICT XVI, Inaugural Mass, April 24, 2005 
IMPOSITION OF THE PALLIUM  

 
 
 And I myself will fight against you with an outstretched hand and with a strong arm, even in anger, 

and in fury, and in great wrath. 
Jeremiah 21:5 

 
 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_GK9vk5xxaSs/R4PF9mxxJjI/AAAAAAAABmA/nJHFZRaj6dA/s400/Pope%2BBenedict%2BXVI.jpg�
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BENNY AND THE JETS 
April 20, 2008 

 
Upon arriving in the US on April 15, 2008, Pope Benedict XVI was greeted by President and Mrs. G Bush.  Pope 
Benedict departed Washington DC on Friday, April 18 at 8:45 AM where he addressed the UN General Assembly. 
 
On Saturday, April 19, Pope Benedict met with various religious men and women in St. Patrick’s Cathedral, and 
completed the day by attending to various papal activities in New York City. 
 
On Sunday, April 20, 2008, on the 111th day of the year (a leap year), and the 116th Anniversary of the birth of 
Adolph Hitler, Pope Benedict XVI visited Ground Zero at the site of the World Trade Center and held a memorial 
service which was followed by a Mass held at Yankee Stadium later that afternoon. 
 
 

 

 
Pope Benedict XVI, April 20, 2009, 
Ruby slippers, Yellow Brick Road 
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WTC “Oculus” CHAMBERS St. Subway, under the World Trade Center by Jones-Kinzel Studios, NYC 

 
 
 

 The Papal Slippers originally red velvet with rubies: these have been changed for practicality in recent years to red 
leather. 
 
 
 
 
GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD 
 

So goodbye yellow brick road 
Where the dogs of society howl 
You can't plant me in your penthouse 
I'm going back to my plough 
 
Back to the howling old owl in the woods 
Hunting the horny back toad 
Oh I've finally decided my future lies 
Beyond the yellow brick road 
What do you think you'll do then 
I BET THAT’LL SHOOT DOWN YOUR PLANE  
It'll take you a couple of vodka and tonics 
To set you on your feet again 
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Detail, Center eye, “OCULUS”                                              Stairway to Chambers St. Subway 

 
OCULUS 

DIRECTLY UNDER GROUND ZERO 
 
 
 

BEYOND THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD 
Benny and the Jets 
 

Hey kids, SHAKE IT LOOSE together 
The spotlight's HITTING SOMETHING 
THAT'S BEEN KNOWN TO CHANGE THE WEATHER 
WE'LL KILL THE FATTED CALF TONIGHT  
So stick around 
You're gonna hear electric music 

 

  
At Yankee Stadium 

April 20, 2008 
 

Pope Benedict at Yankee Stadium, 4.20.2008 
http://gothamist.com/attachments/jen/2008_04_popeys2.jpg 

 

http://www.jonesginzel.com/�
http://www.eltonography.com/songs/bennie_and_the_jets.html�
http://gothamist.com/attachments/jen/2008_04_popeys2.jpg�
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THE KEY IS IN THE VATICAN 
The Pontiff IS the Bridge 

 

 
St. Peter’s Basilica to Castel St. Angelo 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

SPEAKING DARK SENTENCES 
The multi-level communication of commingling: 
 
 Heinz 57  

May 9, 2001 The 57 Alien Species of Sergeant Stone 

The 57 species include reptilians, amphibians, grays, and Nordic giants standing between 9 and 12 feet tall and 
scary amoebas that periodically hover over the poles dispensing strange new diseases to unsuspecting 
earthlings.   

http://grou.ps/et/photos/item/ketchupisavegetable�
http://www.helium.com/items/1277993-57-alien-species-are-we-alone-in-the-universe�
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Sergeant Stone maintained that some of these inhabited the earth since before recorded history and played a 
part in it. One species discovered a system of underground caves and tunnels and took up residence there. 
Many are subspecies of a race such as the 22 species of grays. Others are artificially created cyber Borgs 
controlled by alien visitors. 

May 9, 2008 Obama visits 57 states  video 7 years later 

May 11, 2009 Abdullah, Jordan, 57 State Solution 

October 14, 2010, 57th Language: Google announces translation services for Haitian Creole. 
 July 4, 1776 the  57th signature on the Declaration of Independence? 
April 25, 
 

Steven Hawking warns of contact 

 
September 17, 2010 
Vatican Astronomer to baptize space aliens 
 

Aligning in time with the Benedict XVI’s September, 2010 visit, Vatican Astronomer Guy 
Consolmango announced from London that he would be “delighted” if intelligent life was found 
among the stars.  “But the odds of us finding it, of it being intelligent and us being able to 
communicate with it – when you add them up, it’s probably not a practical question.”  

 
[Brother Consolmagno said it was a "complete coincidence" that he was speaking at the British Science 
Festival at the same time as the papal visit.  Most certainly.] 

September 26, 2010, the United National appointed Mazlan Othman, a Malaysian astrophysicist, “Space 
Ambassador.” 

September 27, 2010 Air Force pilots: UFO disclosure 
End of 4th World Empire of Iron and Clay.  
 
Aliens have deactivated British and US nuclear missiles, say US military pilots.   
 
October, 13, 2010 Retired NORAD Officer's New Book Predicts a Tentative Worldwide UFO Display 

153 days  3.14.2011; fallen third = 51 
93 years earlier, 1st Fatima event 

 
November, 2010 CERN announces forthcoming proof of parallel universe(s).  ~~ to be revealed in February, 2011 

January 1, 2011 Vatican: 44th World Day of Peace 

 

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2008/05/barack-obama-wa.html�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpGH02DtIws�
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/middle_east/article6260385.ece�
http://www.haitianinternet.com/articles.php/722�
http://mindbodypolitic.com/2010/05/30/manly-hall-reagans-occult-influence/�
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/space/article7107207.ece�
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2010/sep/17/pope-astronomer-baptise-aliens�
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/space/8025832/UN-to-appoint-space-ambassador-to-greet-alien-visitors.html�
http://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/national-press-club-ufo-disclosure-conference-27-sep-2010-ufos-at-nuclear-weapon-bases/�
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Daniel%202:40-44&version=NKJV�
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/ufo/8026971/Aliens-have-deactivated-British-and-US-nuclear-missiles-say-US-military-pilots.html�
http://waitingbarackobamaufodisclosure.blogspot.com/2010/09/another-ufo-prediction-october-13-2010.html�
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/columnist/vergano/2011-01-23-exoplanet_N.htm�
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/calendar/hf_bxvi_calendar_en.html�
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Jan. 24, 2011 Astronomers Hunt Alien Life 
Alien worlds beckon to us Earthlings today, promising visions of a sister planet to our own orbiting a nearby star. 
 
February 6, 2011 Super Bowl 
On the anniversary of the birth of Ronald Reagan, the president who spoke of unity if an otherworldly presence was 
encountered, Christina Aguilera’s ‘flub’ of the lyrics of the National Anthem communicated something quite different: 
the gallantly streaming ramparts o're  which we watched were replaced by proudly watching the twilight's 
last gleaming. 

 

The UNVEILING, Rotation, Vibration and Unfoldment  

HIGH SPIN PHYSICS in The Sistine Chapel 

 

 
 

VAV – MULTIPLICATION 

F  
 

Unfoldment 

VaV, Multiplication, paired with DaLeT, Division, naturally denotes 

http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/columnist/vergano/2011-01-23-exoplanet_N.htm�
http://www.meru.org/letteressays/vav.html#Meaning�
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ROTATION, VIBRATION, UNFOLDMENT. 

HIGH SPIN PHYSICS 

VaV is the AXIS or the spine (or spin) around the axis. As VIBRATION, VaV is the FiFe or Flute (a source of 
Vibration-sound, and is modeled by the unit tetrahelical column with 33-tetrahedra paralleling the 33-vertebrae 
of the human spine).  Eze 28:13 

As UNFOLDMENT, VaV is doing and doing and doing, each cycle following on the previous cycle. That is why 
VaV means Pin, Spine, and And.  VaV is located between the Heh and the Z. 

The SIGH OF OPHICHUS was added to the Zodiac in January, 2011.  A shift is occurring. This will cause the Orion 
oriented alignment of Giza to be shifted to the constellation Cygnus.  Unless those days be shortened, no flesh would be 
saved.   

Currently, the polar variance for Jerusalem has shifted significantly: 

1948       30 31 n       34 45 e 

2011        31 78 n        35 22 e  

1/27         31 46 n        35 13 e 

 
CRYPTIC UTTERANCES FROM KRYPTON 
Camelot: the circling of the centuries anew: The Once and Future King 
 
The events that might explain Mr. Obama’s cryptic “2nd Hundred Days” announcement of finishing his “work” on 
the 72nd day June 11, 2009, and then find time to “rest” on the 73rd day might be better understood from the 
perspective of hindsight.  Familiar now is the visit to the Vatican by the Obama’s and a presentation of a stole from 
saint John Neumann of Philadelphia.    
  
Mr. Obama also presented a letter to Benedict a letter from a gravely ill Senator Ted Kennedy. Another revelation 
came at the last prince of Camelot’s funeral 18 days later, when Sen. Kennedy’s message to the Pope was read as 
was the Vatican’s “response.” It is difficult to imagine that the Pope would not respond personally to Kennedy’s 
letter, but it was responded simply as a “response from the Vatican.” 
 
THE KEY IS THE VATICAN 
 
While Joseph Ratzinger was elected Pope on April 19, 2005, the Solemn Liturgy for the Beginning of his 
Pontificate was held on April 24, 2005. 
 

The Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel was completed in the year 1541.  
The number of days between Mr. Obama’s 72nd Day of Rest is 1541. 
 
The Last Judgment in the Cathedral of Our Lady in Antwerp was completed in the year 1589. 
The number of days between Mr. Obama’s 72nd Day of Rest and the funeral of the last knight of Camelot is 
1589. 
 

Has an edict been communicated?  Are other bits beginning to fall from ancient frames? 

http://www.blueletterbible.org/Bible.cfm?b=Eze&c=28&v=1&t=KJV#comm/13�
http://www.andrewcollins.com/page/articles/Cygnus_Orion_Giza.htm�
http://destination-yisrael.biblesearchers.com/destination-yisrael/2011/01/the-magnetic-north-pole-shift-is-sprinting-to-russia.html�
http://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/god-and-country/2009/08/31/revealed-ted-kennedys-letter-to-pope-benedict-vaticans-response�
http://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/god-and-country/2009/08/31/revealed-ted-kennedys-letter-to-pope-benedict-vaticans-response�
http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/standard/article-23922130-bits-are-beginning-to-drop-off-the-ancient-frame-says-prince-philip-as-he-nears-90.do�
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This also coincided with the 11th anniversary of the death of Britain’s Princess Diana. 
 
The torch has been passed.  Crucial keys are in The Library of Congress and The Sistine Chapel. 
Do the images Michaelangelo’s 1541 Last Judgment and de Backer’s 1589 Last Judgment have dark encryptions of 
an ‘otherworldly’ nature?  Are these part of the dark sentences of which Daniel warned? 
 
 
 
UNDERSTANDING DARK SENTENCES 
Close Encounters: Do you see what I see? 
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There is far more at the Vatican than any of us realize. 
“Who knew?” 

 
 
 
Next: Decoding the Great Seal: according to Virgil 
From Cairo, Egypt to Cairo, IL: the beginning point of the New Madrid Fault Zone. 
What does this portend for the United States? 
 
The Bruton Vault, the Mystery of the Declaration of Independence, dark resonance rituals of Stanford in Peru, The 
Ruta Quetzl sponsored by King Juan Carlos I of Spain and ancient Chi-Rho tracks in Peru.   
These seemingly disassociated events, documents, locales and people come together and find their way in not only 
perfect timing, but perfect sequence. From Cairo, Egypt to Cairo, Il, with a chilling mathematical overlay of the Nile 
River and to Peru and full circle back to Puerto Europa in ‘old’ Madrid and vast holdings of crucial infrastructures in 
the US being held by various Spanish consortiums. 
 
 
 

http://nationalheritagemuseum.typepad.com/library_and_archives/2008/10/the-bruton-vaul.html�
http://they-live.blogspot.com/2006/09/occult-significance-of-pan-american.html�
http://news.stanford.edu/news/2011/february/conch-acoustic-musicians-020711.html�
http://www.rutaquetzalbbva.com/TLRQ/index.php?id=50&no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=152&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=341&cHash=20b95af386�
http://www.rutaquetzalbbva.com/TLRQ/index.php?id=50&no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=152&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=341&cHash=20b95af386�
http://weblogs.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/dcblog/King%20Juan%20Carlos.jpg�
http://www.scchealth.org/docs/ems/docs/prepare/newmadrid.html�
http://www.goroadachi.com/timerivers/�
http://www.goroadachi.com/timerivers/�
http://www.traveladventures.org/continents/europe/images/castellana03.jpg�
http://www.bracewellgiuliani.com/index.cfm/fa/news.release/item/356beb5d-6d61-4761-bec5-387c8ce80a2a/Firm_Advises_Cintra_in_First_Privatization_of_Toll_Road_in_Texas.cfm�
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WHY DOES CAIRO MATTER? 
 

Cairo Egypt, 2.11.2011, The '1776' Exodus: 
 

 
 
 
The ‘literal author’ of the US Declaration of Independence, the root of the music composed for Inauguration of Mr. 
Obama, and stunning transformative shift taking place before our eyes, the cryptic signals recently telegraphed by 
Russian President Dmitri Medevev and why the Great Central U.S. Shake Out needs to be scheduled for April 28-
29, 2011 is a harbinger of near-term events. 
 

 
The Inauguration of George Washington, NYC, Ground Zero 

April 30, 1789: 
 

 
 
 
Imagine if everything communicated to us in National Treasure and the President’s Book of Secrets is absolutely 
true, and the Illuminati Card game suggested about Nicholas Cage are true, but the clues were actually ‘flipped’ and 

http://www.google.com/search?q=1776+egypt&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a�
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20071130184047AATsBTh�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Gifts�
http://shakeout.org/centralus/�
http://www.aoc.gov/cc/art/cox_corr/g_exp/washingtons_inauguration.cfm?closeup=1�
http://archivesmb.wordpress.com/the-watchmen-911-and-the-harbingers/�
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0368891/�
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0465234/�
http://grou.ps/et/photos/item/ilied�
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on the front of the US Declaration of Independence in the massive dimensional Shift of the Ages and The Secret 
Doctrine as described by Ukrainian Helena Blavatsky in 1888. 

 
 

 
 

Interesting date. 
 
 
 

A terrifying future thunders toward mankind …. so abhorrent as to almost defy imagination… THE 
SUM OF ALL TERROR. 

Stephen Quayle, Genetic Armageddon, 2003 

 
 
 
 

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sd/sd-hp.htm�
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sd/sd-hp.htm�
http://www.stevequayle.com/books/Genetic.Arm.cover.html�
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Perhaps Nancy Drew’s Secret of the Old Clock is heralding the onset of events so devastating to the US and 
prophetic for Europe that there is truly nothing in history as a precedent: a true Black Swan event. 
Events which have compared the United States to the Titanic are revealed are eerie and predictive. 
 
We are not in a ‘holding pattern.’  On a quantum level, historical patterns are holding: and as Dan Brown told us in 
2003, “they are right before our eyes.” 
 

 

 
 

Tic-Toc, tic-toc 
 
 

Introduction and preliminary background for The Library of Congress can be viewed at ISIS Unveiled. 
 

  
Sue Bradley  smbrad1229@aol.com, smbrad1229@gmail.com 
Sabine Vlaming, sv@concepts.nl 
Kim Poulos, kimsgrace@knology.net 
Diane Audette, diane.audette@gmail.com 
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